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NARRATIVE EXPLANATIONS:
THE CASE OF HISTORY

PAUL A. ROTH
Narratives are stories, a telling that something happened. A narrative explanation, presumably, presents an account of the linkages among events as a process
leading to the outcome one seeks to explain. Examples of explanations in a storylike format are readily found in history books, certain anthropological accounts,
case histories in psychoanalytic writings, and the sort of stories one hears daily
from students and colleagues as to why this paper was not done or that committee meeting was not attended. The use of narrativesto explain is unquestioned;
what is subject to philosophical dispute is whether this habit is to be tolerated
or condemned.
An important focus of this dispute is not the fact that much is obscure with
regard to the notion of narrative. Rather, objections arise because the notion
of explanation is deemed by some clear enough to rule out any category of narrative explanation, no matter how "narrative"is to be understood.
Indeed, the very idea of a narrative explanation invites two objections. The
first I term methodological. It runs as follows. Explanations have a characteristic logical form. And while the precise constituents of narrativeform are a subject of much study and debate in literary theory, there exists a prima facie distinction between narratives and the standard form of a proper scientific
explanation. Specifically,narrativesrelate discreteevents;they do not invoke laws.
The methodological complaint, in other words, is that narrative structure is too
far from the form of a scientific explanation to count as an explanation. There
cannot be narrative explanations, then, because such a category runs afoul of
a received explication of "explanation."
This objection is closely associated, of course, with positivism. Although my
purpose in this paper is not to reviewthe too familiar debate inspired by positivist
models of historical explanation, I sketch reasons for believing that much of
the debate - both pro and con- on the form of historicalexplanation is misguided.
The second objection I call metaphysical. This objection may be formulated
in the following way. The academic division of labor is such that while, for example, historians work to construct true accounts of the past, philosophers toil
to understand by what marks the truth may be known. Any satisfactory analysis
of the notion of explanation, and so of historical explanation, should reveal the
conditions which must be satisfied if that explanation is to be counted true. Attention to narrative form, however, slights this critical point. Since analyses of
narrative structure underline the parallels between history and fiction, the study
of narrativeis not going to illuminate the relevant differentia of historical expla-
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nations. The complaint, in brief, is that emphasis on narrative structure situates
historical practice too close to the writing of fiction. So the category of narrative
explanation is rejected given the nature of narrative and its contrast to the purpose of historical inquiry.
Notice that the objections require only the assumption that history is a nonfiction discipline. This hardly seems disputable. Yet, if non-fiction, history either
is a science or it is not. If it is, then narrativeexplanations will not do for formal
or methodological reasons. But suppose, if you wish, that history is not sciencelike. Perhaps the nature of historical inquiry is only to provide an understanding
of events. To invoke a traditional distinction, history is an idiographic and not
a nomothetic discipline. Historians, on this account, study unique and nonrepeating occurrences, or, at least, what is unique about events.1
Yet even on this conception of history, a question remains concerning how
to verify a narrative.And the issue of verification does not intersect, in any obvious or interesting way, with the issue of narrative form. The extent to which
history respectscanons of narrativeconstruction might influencethe literarymerit
of that history. But it hardly seems relevant to determining the conditions under
which that history is true. Thus, whether the emphasis of an historian's task is
taken to be explanation or is defined as understanding, verificationist concerns
seem to rule out the relevance of narrative form.
Both of these objections, I argue, are ill-founded. The reasons in each case
are quite different. The methodological objection and the dispute regarding the
status of historical explanation can be disposed of by undercutting the view of
knowledge which motivates it. The metaphysical objection is more subtle and
stubborn. It is with this objection that I am primarily concerned. What is
metaphysical about the objection is that it assumes a correspondence theory of
historical knowledge. This assumption, I argue, is incoherent.
A consequence of rejecting this correspondence view is that it no longer makes
sense to speak of historical narratives as true or false. At first blush, this sounds
troubling. I suggest why, properly understood, it is not. Concluding considerations relatedto the suggestedlogic of narrativeexplanation are meant to illuminate
why the failure of narrative form as such to be true or false engenders no special
problem for assessing the objectivity or explanatory utility of narrativesqua explanations.
Why insist on the Procrustean exercise of rendering histories into a format
dictated by the current favorite model of scientific explanation? The problem
is what it means to do science. A remark by Hempel offers a glimpse of what
lies at the heart of this issue. "The necessity, in historical inquiry, to make extensive use of universalhypotheses of which at least the overwhelmingmajority come
from fields of researchtraditionally distinguished from history is just one of the
aspects of what may be called the methodological unity of empirical science."2
1. Ernest Nagel traces this terminology to Windelband. See Ernest Nagel, The Structureof Science
(New York, 1961). 547-548.
2. Carl Hempel, Aspects of Scientific Explanation (New York, 1965), 243.
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The methodological objection, this suggests, is not tied to the viability of some
particular model of scientific explanation, such as the covering-law model; the
issue is what disciplines yield knowledge. Hempel's remark points to the fact that
behind the old debate on the applicability of the covering-law model to history
is the unity-of-method thesis.
Positivism attempted to legislate to the republic of letters a general criterion
of what could count as knowledge. Is there still a basis for mandating that some
one form or other is, for example, the form of explanation? The failures of positivism remain a source of important and instructive lessons. Perhaps the most
instructivefailurecan be seen in the history of the efforts,beginning with Carnap's
Aufbau and continuing to Hempel's "EmpiricistCriteriaof Cognitive Significance:
Problems and Changes," to provide a reconstruction of scientific knowledge by
their own standards. Positivism was done in by its own best advocates. It ceased
to be a viable research program not for reasons tangential to its concerns, such
as an inability to provide a plausible reconstruction of historical explanation.
The failure took place at the heart, in the discovery that its methods were inadequate and inappropriate to characterize scientific explanation. The broader
epistemological objections later developed by Quine and by Sellars argued convincingly that the problems are irremediable.
The question of what to count as an explanation becomes, in part, a question
of the use of this term. The methodological objection assumes that a propersubset
of disciplines ought to serve to define for the rest what this standard is. This debate on explanationhas interestingparallelsto the problem I have elsewheretermed
the Rationalitatstreit.3 This problem concerns whether standards of rationality
vary radically or whether one may insist, following Martin Hollis, on the
"epistemological unity of mankind." Each side of this debate, I maintain, is committed to a view I dubbed "methodologicalexclusivism."4Exclusivists(of whatever
stripe) presume that there is exactly one correct methodological approach to a
subject matter. Yet, once the philosophical presumptions of methodological exclusivism are exposed, exclusivism loses its appeal.
As to explanation, it is worth reminding ourselves there is no good reason to
believe that there is just one correct explication of the notion of explanation.
Such claims to explication come to have a purely stipulative or legislative force
in the absence of some notion of analyticity.
My suggestion has been that the methodological objection presupposes the
plausibility of some exclusivist explication of explanation. These explications
appeal, in the case at hand, either to the unity-of-method thesis or some implicit
notion of analytic equivalence. Only by presupposing such problematic
philosophical doctrines does one justify demands either for countenancing or
failing to countenance narrative as a form of explanation. Indeed, there is no
clear candidate for the title of the logic of explanation.
3. See Paul A. Roth, "Resolving the Rationalitatstreit," Archives Europiennes de Sociologie 26
(1985), 142-157.

4. I discussthis issue furtherin Meaningand Methodin Social Science:A Casefor Pluralism
(Ithaca, 1987).
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Yet, without some sense of what the logical form is, determination of truth
conditions - however those are to be spelled out - and of implication remain obscure. And to the extent they remain obscure, the rational evaluation of issues
is frustrated or precluded. I challenge the view that precisely one logical form
is appropriate to explicating the notion of explanation. A positive case for a category of narrativeexplanation would require,interalia, exposing enough formal
properties of narrative accounts to establish how such explanations are viable
candidates for objective evaluation. Resolving general objections is a mere
prolegomenon to that undertaking.
There is, I suggested, a second general objection to the possibility of narrative
explanations which bears examination. I termed this the metaphysical objection.
The type of objection I have in mind here is made by Maurice Mandelbaum in
TheAnatomyof HistoricalKnowledge.The impulse to link history and narrative is one which Mandelbaum deems "unfortunate,"because it emphasizes what
is, strictly speaking, a purely incidental aspect of historical inquiry. Narrative
structure is, on his view, a mere stylistic device. Whereas the methodological objection centered on the issue of adherence to certain formal constraints, the
metaphysical objection emphasizes the relation of what is written to what is being
written about. Indeed, Mandelbaum invokes an almost Rankean image of the
historian recounting the past "as it actually was":
describinghistoryas narrativesuggests- and I assumeis meantto suggest- that historiographyis to be comparedwith tellinga tale or story.This is misleadingeven whenappliedto the most traditionalhistories.A historiandealingwith any subjectmattermust
firstattemptto discoverwhat occurredin some segmentof the past, and establishhow
these occurrenceswererelatedto one another.Once this researchhas been carriedforwardto a partialconclusion,he must, of course,think about how he will best present
his findings,andthis ... maybe regardedas "constructinga narrative."
Sucha narrative,
however,is not independentof his antecedentresearch,nor is that researchmerelyincidentalto it; the historian's"story"- if one choosesto viewit merelyas a story- must
emergefrom his researchand must be assumedto be at everypoint dependenton it. It
is thereforemisleadingto describewhathistoriansdo as if this werecomparableto what
is most characteristicof the storyteller'sart.5
Mandelbaum's artless Baconian conception of historical researchstops just short
of endorsing what might be called a correspondence theory of historical truth
and objectivity. The reluctance to endorse directly a correspondence theory is
a consequence of contrasting the complexity of the "full" historical picture and
any historian's necessarily limited depiction of it. His version of the sort of
metaphysical picture I ultimately want to reject has it that events enter into
processes by some natural historicaldynamic inherent in the events and processes
of which they are parts. He argues:
Fromwhat has been said it can be seen that the eventswith which a historiandeals in
tracinga processmaybelongtogethereitherbecausethey are,quitesimply,constitutive
partswithinthatprocess,or becausetheyhaveenteredit throughinfluencingone or more
5. Maurice Mandelbaum, The Anatomy of Historical Knowledge (Baltimore, 1977), 25.
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of these parts.In speakingof the constitutiveparts of a seriesof events,I referto the
fact that when a historianseeks to understandthe natureof and changesin a society
. . . he is dealingwith a complexwhole, some of whose partshe alreadyknows. It is
these parts-and any otherswhose existencehe uncovers-that are partsof the whole.
.. . Thus,one can see that whenevera historiancorrectlyanalyzesthe structurespresent
in a society,or wheneverhe givescorrectinformationas to the sequenceof changesthat
it ... has undergone,he has dealtwith eventsthat belongtogetherbecausetheyarethe
parts of the continuingwhole.
Sucha wholeis not formedmerelybecausethe historianhas definedhis subjectmatter
in a certainwayand has confinedthe scope of his inquiryto whatoccurredwith respect
to that particularsubjectmatter.. . . Rather,the eventsthat he includesas belonging
withinthe seriesof occurrenceswithwhichhe is to dealarethosebetweenwhichhe finds
inherentconnectionsbecausethey have influencedone another.6
Mandelbaum's guiding analogy is likening history to mapmaking.7 Both maps
and histories may differ in terms of scale, scope, detail. Both may be subject to
change over time. However, histories, like maps, are guides over existing terrains:
one may hold that a basic structureis imposedon a historicalaccountby the evidence
on whichit rests;the existenceof lacunaein that evidence,and the new questionsthat
arepresentin it, directthe historian'sattentionto the needforfurtherevidenceof a specific
kind.... Thus, whateverevidenceis originallyavailableto a historianwill not be an
inchoatemass,and the moreevidencethereis, the less choicehe will haveas to the alternativewaysin which he may reasonablystructurehis account.8
It is on the basisof the connectionsinherentin the evidencewith whichhistorianswork
that they can proposeconcretecausal analysesof the eventswith whichthey deal.9
Historical picturesare successivelyfilled in by collecting more evidence concerning
the events of interest. The picture is always partial; but what history provides
is an ever clearer picture of things as they actually were. The past exists in itself;
in Louis Mink's phrase, it exists as an "untold story."10A history is, of course,
more than a mere chronicle. But the work of an historian, in Mandelbaum's conception, is more like that of a scribe than an author.
The sort of metaphysical assumption which underwrites Mandelbaum's rejection of narrative, however philosophically tenuous Mandelbaum's own exposition of it, has deep intuitive roots. It is anchored in an intuition that, as Mink
puts it, "the story of the past needs only to be communicated, not constructed."'I
What needs to be rejected is the picture of a past that is simply there waiting
for an historian to come along. Construing history on the model of narrative
appears inappropriate so long as the historian's art is assumed to consist in chipping off the excrescences of time so that the past can stand revealed.
The assumption on which the metaphysical objection is predicated is difficult
6. Ibid., 126-127.
7. Ibid., 15-17.
8. Ibid., 192-193.

9. Ibid., 193.
10. Louis 0. Mink, "NarrativeForm as a Cognitive Instrument,"in The Writingof History: Literary
Form and Historical Understanding, ed. R. Canary and H. Kozicki (Madison, Wisc., 1978), 140.
11. Ibid., 135.
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to attack because it is most commonly implicitly assumed rather than articulated. As Mink notes, "But that past actuality is an untold-story is a presupposition, not a proposition which is often consciously asserted or argued. I do not
know a single historian, or indeed anyone, who would subscribe to it as a consciously held belief; yet if I am right, it is implicitly presupposed as widely as
it would be explicitly rejected."12 No sophisticated person, I presume, doubts that
stories about the past can be constructed in many ways. But this belief is consistent with an assumption "that everything that has happened belongs to a single
and determinate realm of unchanging actuality."'13The past is a Ding-an-sich
at a temporal remove.
The metaphysical objection to narrative explanations in history presupposes
the cogency of conceiving of an objectively desirable past. What I propose to
do is to give this metaphysical assumption of the objective past the most plausible form that I can, and then show that the assumption is untenable.
The metaphysical presupposition is made compelling in a device made famous
by ArthurDanto in his excellentAnalyticalPhilosophyof History.14In the context of his seminal discussion of what he terms "narrativesentences," Danto introduces as expository devices the notions of an Ideal Chronicle and, correlatively, an Ideal Chronicler. The purpose of these devices is to suggest a case in
which the factual record of the past is as complete as can be imagined at the
moment at which events occur.
We can imaginea descriptionwhich reallyis a full description,which tells everything
and is perfectlyisomorphicwith an event. Such a descriptionthen will be definitive:it
showsthe eventwiees eigentlichgewesenist.... I nowwantto insertan IdealChronicler
into mypicture.He knowswhateverhappensthe momentit happens,evenin otherminds.
everythingthat happensacross
He is also to havethe gift of instantaneoustranscription:
the whole forwardrimof the Past is set downby him, as it happens,the wayit happens.
The resultantrunningaccount I shall term the Ideal Chronicle.15
Having assumed for the sake of argument that such a complete record exists,
Danto then convincingly shows that there are statements true of some time t in
the past which cannot have been known to be true at that time. These statements
will not appear even in an Ideal Chronicle. Examples are easy to generate. Simply
formulate descriptions known to be true of persons at a time later than t and
use them to refer to those persons at t. The result-what Danto calls "narrative
sentences" -is sentences true at t but which could not have been known at t,
and so escape even the Ideal Chronicler.
Consider, for example, someone who viewed Bedtime for Bonzo when it was
first released (1951). That person could not say truly, at that moment, that he
had just seen a movie starring a future President of the United States. But we
can describe the matter in that way; we can give a true description of what hap12. Idem.
13. Ibid., 141.
14. Firstpublishedin 1968;revisededition,NarrationandKnowledge(NewYork,1985).All references are to the lateredition.
15. Ibid., 148-149.
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pened at time t which is missing from the Ideal Chronicle. An example of Danto's
is: "The Thirty Years War begins in 1618."Assuming that that war is so named
because of its length, the sentence is true of some event (or series of events) in
1618, but could not appear in even an Ideal Chronicle of events for 1618.
Danto's device vividly illustrates that what is interesting and important about
events, what is of historical interest, is characteristically known only after the
fact. A perfect witness to the past does not pick out or observe all there is to
be known about the past. Danto's narrative sentences are sentences true of the
past but not knowable in the past. They "belong to stories which historians alone
can tell."1'6Danto nicely summarizes his own point as follows:
For thereis a class of descriptionsof any event underwhichthe event cannot be witnessed,andthesedescriptionsarenecessarilyand systematicallyexcludedfromthe I. C.
The wholetruthconcerningan eventcan only be knownafter,and sometimesonly long
afterthe eventitself has takenplace,and this partof the storyhistoriansalone can tell.
It is somethingeven the best sort of witnesscannot know."7
Danto's characterizationof narrativesentences is ingenious and, I believe, correct. But how does any of this bear on the metaphysical objection with which
I began? It is relevant in the following way. Recall that I claimed that this objection to narratives as a form of explanation takes its force not from the sort of
flat-footed exposition which one finds in Mandelbaum, but from the intuition
behind that exposition, the sort of intuition captured in Nietzsche's remark that
the past is a rock you cannot move. The past is there. But if the fixity of the
past is a coherent notion, as it seems to be, then this implies that there could
be an Ideal Chronicle. Danto, for one, explicitly draws this conclusion in a passage I cited above. And even Danto betrays more allegiance to this notion of
a fixed past than he otherwise claims to have by suggesting, as noted above, that
the whole truth of an event might be known.
No matter that an Ideal Chronicle lacks narrative sentences; that is not the
issue which now concerns us. If the past is fixed, if it is a story waiting to be
told, then it must be logically possible to have some chronicle of it of the sort
Danto imagines. What I argue is that the notion of an Ideal Chronicle is not
coherent, and so we must reject as well the metaphysical picture which implies it.
The critical difficulty with the notion of an Ideal Chronicle is hinted at in the
following passage from Mink.
I referto the Ideal Chronicle... to point out, merely,that we understandthe idea of
it perfectlyclearly.And we couldnot conceiveor imaginean IdealChronicleat all unless
we alreadyhad the conceptof a totalityof "whatreallyhappened."Werejectthe possiof this totality,but the veryrejectionpresupbility of a historiographical
representation
thattheideaof Universal
posesthe conceptof thetotalityitself.It is in thatpresupposition
Historylives on."8
Reviewof Metaphysics
AnalysisandHistoricalUnderstanding,"
16. Louis0. Mink,"Philosophical
21 (1968),690.
17. Danto, 151.
18. Mink, "NarrativeFormas a CognitiveInstrument,"141.
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Mink is, I suggest, right in sensing a difficulty, but he does not develop an argument. In order, then, to make the problem explicit, imagine the I. C. at work.
What does the I. C. record? Danto's suggestion is everything, and at once at
that. But in agreeing that the I. C. can write anything at all we have, in a Wittgensteinian sense, been tricked; the very first step is the fatal one. The conjuring
trick is complete once one concedes that there is anything for an Ideal Chronicler to record.
What is the basic unit of the posited perfect record? They are events of every
sort: visits home, heartbeats, a first kiss, the jump of an electron from one orbital position to another. But, as we know, events may be sliced thick or thin;
a glance may be identified as an isolated event or as an instance in an event. What
the unit-event is depends on the telling of it. Given the instructions to record
"everything that happens, as it happens," the problem is not that there is too
much for an Ideal Chronicler to record; the irony is that there are no things in
the abstract to be recorded. An Ideal Chronicler never gets started because there
are no ideal events to chronicle.
What sort of things are events? On one standard account, events are identified
only under a description. A reason for worrying whether events exist in some
philosophically relevant sense of that term - that is, whether they count as legitimate objects of discourse - is that assuming their existence proves a convenience
for the purposes of explicating the logical form of sentences about actions. Countenancing events facilitates the ability to drawpermissible inferences which otherwise cannot be readily managed if events are ruled out as individuated objects.
To show, then, that my claim of a paragraph back does not simply beg the
question against events as objects, consider someone such as Davidson who has
argued for tolerating such an ontology. 19But a Davidsonian ontology does not
help the Ideal Chronicler with her task. Without some description or other, there
are no specific events; with an identifying description, we still do not know if
the event is of the requisite ideal sort-that is, not primarily of our making.
The specification of identity conditions does not solve the problem of underdetermination which has bedeviled philosophers of science. There is no unique
physical theory entailed by the available evidence; incompatible theories can be
formulated compatible with whatever data is at hand. My point about putative
"ideal events"- those recounted in some Ideal Chronicle - is that treating such
events as objects independent of our object (and event) positing scheme of things
runs afoul of what we know about the relation of evidence to theory. The very
possibility of an Ideal Chronicle presumes not just identity conditions for events,
but their existence apart from our theoretical specification of them. But it is precisely this realist inference which is unjustified by any set of identity conditions
for events and which, given the problem of the underdetermination of theories,
is patently unjustifiable.
The problem is, of course, not ameliorated by shifting to some set of identity
19. See,for example,essays1, 6-10 in DonaldDavidson,Essayson ActionsandEvents(Oxford,
1980).
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conditions for events other than Davidson's. Let events be as well individuated
as you please; as noted, I grant we might even be allowed to quantify them
(meaning, in non-philosophic jargon, that events are treated on a par with individual objects). This does not change the problem. The objection arose not
because of some inability to identify events, but due to a question about the status
of these events apart from some object- (or event-) positing scheme or other. The
issue is their metaphysical status, whether or not we may presume some correspondence between our talk of events and events-in-themselves. To assume that
logically adequate identity conditions for events is tantamount to proving that
this is how things must be with the world is, of course, to beg the question at issue.
Events simpliciter cannot be shown to exist; they are not known to be of nature's making rather than of ours. Events exist only by proxy. This is why one
cannot presume that there are any ideal events for our erstwhile chronicler to
chronicle; knowledge of events is restrictedto happenings isolated under descriptions provided by interested parties.
Can this problem be solved by augmenting the Ideal Chronicler with a complete
set of descriptions? (I continue to exempt, for the sake of argument, the type
of descriptions used in Danto's narrative sentences.) Does the notion of completeness make sense here? The metaphysical assumption requiresthat the completeness be of the past wie es eigentlich gewesen. The I. C. is an objective record;
a transcribing of all that has come to pass.
All statements of events appearing in the imagined chronicle are true. Therefore, they must be consistent with one another. But if all descriptions are allowed
in, inconsistencies will cloud the chronicle. Consider the events depicted in
Kurosawa'sfilm Rashomon. The story of what happened in the forest is successively retold from the perspectivesof the husband, the wife, and the robber. None
tells the same story; indeed, their stories are inconsistent. One tells a tale of rape
and humiliation and a husband's cowardice; in other tales, one or more of these
descriptions is contradicted. The audience sees what happens each time through
the narrator's eyes; it is just that the narrators see different things. Events off
the screen certainly have this quality as well. If the conjunction of all possible
descriptions is included in the chronicle, the imagined purpose of the chronicle
is defeated. Since it contains inconsistencies, it is no longer the hoped for objective record of what actually happened. But if some descriptions of events are
excluded, then the chronicleis incomplete, contraryto its intended purpose. Hence,
if complete, then inconsistent, and if consistent, then incomplete. There can be
no Ideal Chronicle.
My argument, so far, assumes the premise that events are not natural entities;
they exist only under a description. I then argued for the premise that the varying
ways of individuating events are not always mutually consistent. Granted these
premises, Roth's incompleteness theorem for Ideal Chronicles follows.
But let us make another pass at attempting to fill out the notion of an Ideal
Chronicle. Perhaps what I have shown is that it is futile to imagine that there
could be an Ideal Chronicle if such a chronicle requiresa summing of all descrip-
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tions of events as various individuals perceivethese matters. But an Ideal Chronicler need not proceed in this way. The charge of the Ideal Chronicler is not, after
all, to be faithful to this or that perspective; the task is to record what happened,
individual perspectives be damned.
This way of putting the matter is tantamount to denying my first premise - the
claim that events are not natural entities and exist only under a description. The
problem, as I originally developed it, does not assume that some fact is left out;
the problem is a failure of people to agree on what counts as the event to be
described. Is there a way to include all events and exclude the descriptions of
human agents?
Boethius imagined that God saw everything at once; all actions at all times
stood revealed simultaneously to God. Certainly this is a way of capturing all
that happens. Moreover,the advantageof a Boethian Chronicleris that this person
need not rely, or so I shall assume, on potentially conflicting descriptions. This
account, however, still will not do, not even if we cut it down so that at time
t, everything up to and including what is happening at t stands so revealed to
the Ideal Chronicler. The problem is that the Boethian vision, though comprehensive, still does not contain events, or, alternatively, it contains just one event,
the total picture at t.
The past so picturedpresentsnot a chronicle,moreover,but a Jamesian buzzing,
booming confusion. Put another way, the identification of events from the
Boethian tapestry of the past requires separating the simultaneous presentation
of happenings which Boethius imagined into particular strands, the ones that
interest us. God may see everything at once; an Ideal Chronicler, within a temporal limit, may do the same, or so I asked you to imagine. But this chronicle
gives us less than we have even now. It is not just that there might be a need
to factor in cultural conditioning and personal quirks when discussing what we
see; seeing is not perceiving, not in any simple sense. The basic problem is more
elementary than that. When we view a snapshot or read a page of a book, if
the object is not at the proper distance from our eyes, in appropriate light, and
so on, we cannot see what we want to see. If someone pushes the book or picture
up so it touches our nose, we see something -but not, for example, the picture
of the picnic or the story of the latest Reagan gaffe. Given the Boethian view,
the Ideal Chronicler is in just this position, or leaves us in this position when
consulting the resulting tapestry of happenings. The Boethian Chronicler has
no natural point of focus. But without a focus, either nothing appears -the
booming, buzzing confusion- or God-knows-whatlooms before us, like the photo
pressed too close for one to view. Total information gives us less than we need
to know.
Given the Boethian picture, it does not follow that human beings could say
anything about it at all. Chroniclespresuppose categorizations of time and events,
and there is no reason to believe the Boethian account could be a chronicle.
Nothing in that account, filled though it is with every conceivable happening,
entails that there are humanly identifiable events arrangedin recognizable order.
If events are picked out by human agents, the chronicle is not ideal; if the world
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is viewed from the eye of God, there is no chronicle. A Boethian chronicle cuts
things too coarsely to solve the problem of identifying events in an objective way.
The point at which the discussion has arrived is this: if events are individuated
by some favored set of identity conditions, the notion of there being an ideal
chronicle self-destructs; such a chronicle is logically impossible. If we imagine
the chronicle along Boethian lines, the notion still cannot be made cogent, for
the Boethian image cannot be translated into the form of a chronicle.
But perhaps the Boethian pictureis a start. It is, at least, complete. The problem
is to find a finer grained description of matters uninfected by conflicting descriptions; this would preserve the metaphysical assumption that the past exists objectively as an untold story.
Problems arise, we just noted, if there is total information and no categories
by which to organize and focus viewing. Perhaps a solution to this problem is
a Carnapian Chronicler. The C. C., let us imagine, defines a language - ideal-inL -which contains rules and definitions such that, given certain state descriptions, Ideal-in-L permits the derivationof the event which took place. Consistency
is thus assured and no ambiguity threatens. But this is no Ideal Chronicle in the
desired respect. The question of which events exist has now been relegated to
the status of an internal question; the existence of events is explicitly relativized
to a particular set of rules. This preservesconsistency, but it defeats the purpose
of positing the chronicle. The purpose is to explicate how to construct a complete and objective record of the past. The correspondence theory of historical
truth remains unvindicated by appeal to a Carnapian Chronicler.
The only refinement on the matter I have left to suggest would be to limit the
Ideal Chronicler's task. Do the problems abate if we imagine an Ideal Boswell?
The task is cut down by giving I. B. the more modest task of compiling a complete record for a single individual. If history is, as Carlyle claimed, but so many
biographies, then the I. B. would preserve the metaphysical assumption. But,
alas, the Ideal Boswell too produces only a blur. The root of the problem is not
in the scope of the enterprise but in its completeness. Unless we equip I. B. with
our categories, there are no recognizable events. But if equipped with our categories, he ceases to be ideal. He is just one of us, albeit a tad more compulsive.
I conclude that the notions of an Ideal Chronicle and an Ideal Chronicler cannot
be coherently fleshed out, and so the metaphysical objection fails.
Viewing the world sub specie aeternitatis, an ideal chronicler is imagined to
see events bare, shorn of the misperceptions and oversightsto which mere mortals
are prone. In particular, historical events are conceived as having their own pristine ontological integrity. Caesar crosses the Rubicon in 49 B.C. or he does not;
if true, the chronicler notes it and if not, not. (The dating here makes this a narrative sentence, but this complication can be ignored.) A disinterested chronicle
seems impossible. The core of my complaint has been that it is the pretense to
disinterestedness and completeness which makes Danto's fiction ultimately incoherent. Given the lofty God's-eye perspective, no events appear. A less lofty
perspective defeats the purpose of the literary conceit. The philosophical moral
is one pressed by philosophers from Kant to Davidson. We may query the world
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and learn a great deal, but it is a confusion to think that the categories in which
the questions are posed and the answers framed constitute, to paraphraseRorty,
History's Own Vocabulary.
My primary concern throughout has been with prima facie objections to the notion of a narrative explanation. My handling of these objections, even if convincing, is as yet no delineation, however, of what counts as a proper narrative
explanation. My concluding remarks are, in this regard, only programmatic.
Histories ought to contain only true statements. What remains problematic
is the narrative structure which presents the verifiable statements as steps in a
process which effects change. The facts with which an historian works may be,
in Hayden White's term, emplotted in various ways.20White, as is well known,
claims that there are basic narrative strategies- fundamental tropes - for emplotting events, and that these incompatible forms of emplotment are products
of the historian's art in telling about the events. There is no truth-value, for example, to the statement that such and such a happening is tragic; there is only
a telling which so presents it.21 Insofar as events and processes are artifacts of
different strategies of emplotment, the narrative is neither true nor false in any
sense congruent with the correspondence theory.
Narrativesare constrainedby the facts, since they are constructedfrom verifiable
statements. They are subject to objective evaluation because, as both White and
Gene Wise argue, narrative forms in history must function as methodological
paradigms. Paradigms, in the methodological sense, provide problem-solving
models and, as a consequence, function to direct research.22Narrativeforms can,
then, be judged relativeto their fruitfulness in guiding researchand their resources
for solving problems.
Finally, the narrativepatterns which are candidates for explanation forms are,
White suggests, themselves artifacts of our cultural heritage. What counts as an
explanation may, then, be an historically contingent phenomenon. And insofar
as methodological paradigms serve as a basis for historical explanations, as Wise
claims, an account of explanation as pattern finding and problem solving is suggested. The analysis of the notion of explanation, in short, is quite possibly a
question which belongs as much to cognitive psychology and cultural history
as it does to the logic and philosophy of science.
Narrative explanations, as is to be expected, are underdetermined by their evidence; agreement on the evidence still allows for the construction of logically
incompatible histories. But a twist arises in the historical case that further complicates the epistemological picture. Settling the scientific world picture does not
20. Arguments that differencesin historical explanations are not necessarilydifferencesover matters
of fact but disagreements concerning modes of emplotment are found in Hayden White, Tropics
of Discourse (Baltimore, 1978), and Metahistory (Baltimore, 1973), and Gene Wise, American Historical Explanations, 2nd ed., rev. (Minneapolis, 1980).
21. See particularly "Interpretation in History" and "The Historical Text as Literary Artifact,"

in White, Tropicsof Discourse.
22. See Wise, chapter 5 for an especially interestingdiscussion of paradigmsas "explanationforms."
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settlewhichmacroscopiceventsthereare;each person'sstoryin Rashomoninvolves,ex hypothesi,no alterationof the facts,and so no changein anyscientific
inventoryof what thereis. Historicalevents,this suggests,escapespecification
even withina completedtheory of the physicaluniverse.Surrenderinga belief
in a God's-eyechronicle,and so a metaphysicalcommitmentto the past as an
untoldstory,doesnot impugnthe tie of historicalinquiryto the world.Mypenultimateremarksuggestsa reasonas well for believingthat historicalinquiryis
not identicalwith naturalscience.
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